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Alternative splicing is critical for diversifying eukaryotic proteomes,
but the rules governing and coordinating splicing events amongmul-
tiple alternate splice sites within individual genes are not well under-
stood. We developed a quantitative PCR-based strategy to quantify
the expression of the 12 transcripts encoded by the Caenorhabditis
elegans slo-1 gene, containing three alternate splice sites. Using
conditional probability-basedmodels,we show that splicing events
are coordinated across these sites. Further, we identify a point mu-
tation in an intron adjacent to one alternate splice site that disrupts
alternative splicing at all three sites. Thismutation leads to aberrant
synaptic transmission at the neuromuscular junction. In a genomic
survey, we found that a UAAAUC element disrupted by this muta-
tion is enriched in introns flanking alternate exons in genes with
multiple alternate splice sites. These results establish that proper
coordinationof intragenicalternative splicing is essential fornormal
physiology of slo-1 in vivo and identify putative specialized cis-
regulatory elements that regulate the coordination of intragenic
alternative splicing.

BK potassium channels | Slo1 channels

Alternative splicing is critical for diversifying protein function
in eukaryotes (1). Recent advances in microarray technol-

ogy and high-throughput sequencing suggest that alternate exon
expression is often coregulated across many genes (2–4). Regu-
lated splicing choices seem to depend on nucleotide sequences
located in alternate exons or neighboring introns that recruit
specialized splicing factors (5–7). Nearly every multiexon human
gene contains alternate exons, and many genes contain multiple
alternate splice sites (8, 9). For the latter category, the rules
governing and coordinating alternative splicing across multiple
intragenic splice sites are not well understood. Nonetheless, it
seems likely that precise splicing decisions must be made at
multiple loci to express the splice variant best tailored for each
specific physiological context. Some evidence for such regulation
has been obtained in cell-based systems and from a survey of
ESTs in a few human genes with multiple alternate splice sites
(10). However, lack of quantitative methods to address exon
combinations at multiple sites in vivo has precluded a more de-
tailed assessment of intragenic alternative splicing coordination.
Alternative splicing in the BK channel gene slo-1 has tremen-

dous implications for both physiology and pathophysiology, be-
cause it is known that individual isoforms are adapted to function
in specific cell types, developmental stages, or are up-regulated in
response to physiological stress (11–16). Here, we examined al-
ternative splicing across all previously identified alternate splice
sites of the Caenorhabditis elegans slo-1 gene. Our goal was to
determine whether alternative splicing events are independent or
coregulated in the slo-1 gene. The slo-1 gene has 12 splice variants
arising from alternative splicing at three sites (A, B, and C; Fig.
1A). At site A, a choice is made between two mutually exclusive
exons: exon 9 (A1) or exon 10 (A2). At site B, exon 13 can be either
skipped (B0) or included with two possible 5′acceptor sites (B1 or
B2). At site C, exon 15 can be either skipped (C0) or included (C1).
The combinatorial insertion of alternate exons across the A, B, and
C sites is essential for the functional differences among C. elegans

slo-1 splice variants and for modulating interactions between
functional protein domains (17). Because of these functional
interactions, we hypothesized that alternative splicing is coordin-
ated across multiple splice sites in slo-1 to generate splice variants
with specific physiological properties.
In this report, we derive a conditional probability model of

alternative splicing to investigate the coordination of these events
in the slo-1 gene. Our model is based on empirical measurements
of single alternate exons using conventional RT–quantitative
PCR (qPCR) and of the expression of individual splice variants
using an application of RT-qPCR called Combinatorial Alternate
Exon qPCR (CAE-qPCR). By analyzing an intronic mutation that
disrupts alternative splicing, we establish that proper coordina-
tion of alternative splicing across multiple sites is essential for BK
channel function in vivo. Finally, we propose a mechanism in-
volving a single cis-element present at all three splice sites in slo-1
and in many other genes where multiple splicing decisions are
likely to be similarly coordinated.

Results
Distribution of Splice Variants Expressed in Wild-Type C. elegans. All
12 possible slo-1 alternate exon combinations have been detected
by a cDNA cloning approach in C. elegans (17), but the relative
expression of splice variants is unkown. To determine the distri-
bution of alternate exon expression at each splice site in young adult
animals, we used exon-specific dyed-based (SYBR green) RT-
qPCR. The frequency with which each alternate exon appears in
mature transcripts, considering one site at a time, is shown in Fig.
1B. Each alternate exon is present in at least 15% of total slo-1
transcripts, suggesting that all alternate exons are expressed at
nontrivial levels. However, this approach provides little insight into
the relative expression levels of the 12 splice variant transcripts
resulting from the combination of alternate exons at the three sites
in slo-1. To investigate this question, we developed an application
of probe hydrolysis (Taqman) RT-qPCR, CAE-qPCR, to quantify
the expression of all slo-1 variants. The method relies on specific
hybridization of oligonuclotides at three sites along the target
cDNA: two primer sets, targeting the 5′ alternate exon (A1 or A2)
and the 3′ alternate exon (C0 or C1), respectively, and a set of
probes, each targeting a specific alternate exon at site B (B0, B1, or
B2) (Fig. 2A). Each of the 12 A-B-C primer and probe combina-
tions detects only one variant, which we tested empirically using
plasmids encoding each variant. We measured the impact of both
nonspecific amplification (due to cross-hybridization among splice
variants) and reagent titration effects (due to the parallel amplifi-
cation of three variants per primer set) and controlled for both
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effects. Using this method, 10 of 12 variants were detected and
reliably quantified from RNA obtained from whole adult worm
lysates (SI Materials and Methods, Figs. S1–S3, Tables S1–S4).

Splicing Events at Individual Sites in the slo-1 Gene Are Interdependent.
A simplemodel for predicting the relative expression levels of each
splice variant assumes that splicing events at sites A, B, andC occur
independently from one another. In the independent-splicing

model, the probability of expression of a given A;B;C splice variant
is equal to the product of the splicing probabilities at each site:

PðA;B;CÞ ¼ PðAÞ∗PðBÞ∗PðCÞ
Using this model, we computed the expected expression of slo-1
splice variants and compared the predicted values with those
measured using CAE-qPCR (Fig. 2B). Values predicted by this
model were outside the 99% confidence interval of the measured
values for 9 of 10 detected variants. Thus, the simple inde-
pendent-splicing model can be rejected, implying that splicing
events are interdependent.
To characterize the relationship between splicing events, we

systematically tested a series of conditional probability models in
which the probability of exon choices at one site depends on the
choices made at one or two other sites (Fig. S4 and Table S5).
Single-interaction models were poor, but double-interaction
models yielded better predictions. The better models more fre-
quently included interaction effects of A on B, B onA, andA onC,
and less frequently effects of C on A or C on B. Experimental data
were therefore globally best fit by models assuming that exon
choices at 5′ splice sites affect exon choices at 3′ sites. Conse-
quently, we designed a final model in which the exon choice at site
B depends on the exon inserted at site A, and the choice at site C
depends on the exon combination at sites A and B. This best-fit
interdependent-splicing model is formulated as follows:

PðA;B;CÞ ¼ PðAÞ∗PðBjAÞ∗PðCjABÞ
This model most closely matches the experimental distribution of
slo-1 splice variants in wild-type adults (Fig. 2C and Fig. S4). To
learn more about the interdependence of alternative splicing, we
examined the impact of an intronic slo-1 mutation that changes
alternative splicing.

Intronic Mutation in slo-1 Alters Synaptic Transmission. We designed
a forward genetic screen to identify partial loss-of-function slo-1
mutations that rely on aldicarb-induced paralysis and a sensitized
genetic background.Aldicarb inhibits acetylcholinesterase, increases
muscle activation, and causes rigid paralysis over a period of several
hours. Previously characterized loss-of-function alleles of slo-1 cause
animals to be hypersensitive to the paralytic effect of aldicarb and
increase acetylcholine release at the neuromuscular junction (18,
19). Themajority of existingC. elegans slo-1 alleles are thought to be
null. This observation suggests that although partial loss-of-function
mutations may be difficult to detect in behavioral screens in a wild-
type background, such mutations could be revealed in animals with
a reduced calcium influx into motor neurons. We identified unc-2
(ra612) as a mutation likely to produce the needed decrease in
presynaptic Ca2+ influx. The unc-2 gene is expressed in motor
neurons and encodes the α subunit of a voltage-gated Ca2+ channel
gene. The ra612 allele causes animals to be resistant to aldicarb,
decreases channel voltage sensitivity, and accelerates inactivation
(20). Thus, unc-2(ra612) opposes the paralyzing consequences of
acetylcholinesterase inhibition, allowing the paralytic phenotype of
partial loss-of-function slo-1 mutants to be revealed.
We recovered a total of 11 alleles that failed to complement slo-

1(null) in our screen, including pg52. Sequencing the slo-1 gene in
pg52 revealed a wild-type coding sequence and a single nucleotide
mutation in the 67bp intron between exon 12 and alternate exon
13 at site B (Fig. 3A). The slo-1(pg52) single mutant is hypersen-
sitive to aldicarb compared with wild-type animals, but the phe-
notype is less severe than slo-1(null) (Fig. 3B), indicating that the
pg52mutation confers a partial reduction of BK channel function.

Mutation Near Site B Disrupts Exon Expression at All Sites. Because
the slo-1 gene in pg52 animals has a wild-type mRNA coding
sequence, the mutation could alter BK channel function through
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Fig. 1. Alternate exon distribution at individual splice sites in slo-1. (A)
Schematic of the alternatively spliced region of C. elegans slo-1 gene. Not to
scale. (B) Proportional expression of each slo-1 alternate exons as assessed by
dye-based qPCR in adult worms (n = 5).
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Fig. 2. Alternative splicing across three sites is coordinated in slo-1. (A)
Schematic of the recognition sequences used in the CAE-qPCR approach.
Combinatorial use of these primers and probes allows the detection of all
12 slo-1 splice variants. (B and C) Copy numbers of each slo-1 splice variantwere
measured by CAE-qPCR in adult worms and their means plotted against the
corresponding predicted values. Predictions were calculated according to the
depicted formulas. Error bars are 99%confidence intervals of themeans (n= 5).
The solid line shows the relationship expected for a perfectmatch between the
two datasets. Probability values for the conditional probability model were:
P(A1) = 0.459, P(A2) = 0.541, P(B0|A1) = 0.000, P(B1|A1) = 0.846, P(B2|A1) =
0.154, P(B0|A2) = 0.891, P(B1|A2) = 0.055, P(B2|A2) = 0.054. P(C0|A1B0) = 0.000,
P(C1|A1B0) = 0.000, P(C0|A1B1) = 0.208, P(C1|A1B1) = 0.792, P(C0|A1B2) = 0.300,
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changes in total transcript levels, variations in splicing, or both.
We measured total slo-1 transcript levels by RT-qPCR targeting
a constitutive region between exon 16 and 18, present in all
variants. In parallel, we assessed two control genes, cdc-42 and
pmp-3, whose expression is known to be very stable (21). We
found that all three transcripts were expressed at indistinguish-
able levels in pg52 mutants and wild-type animals (Fig. 3C). Thus,
the slo-1(pg52) phenotype is unlikely to be explained by a general
decrease in slo-1 expression.
Next, we determined whether the pg52 mutation affects al-

ternative splicing. Absolute quantification of each of the seven
alternate exons by RT-qPCR shows that pg52 decreases the
abundance of B1-type transcripts and increases the abundance of
B2-type transcripts, but has no detectable effect on the level of
B0-type transcripts (Fig. 3D). Interestingly, the effect of the pg52
mutation was not limited to splice site B. slo-1(pg52) animals also
contained proportionally fewer A1-type and C1-type transcripts
compared with wild-type animals, providing further support that
alternative splicing is coordinated across multiple sites.
To better characterize how pg52 affects exon expression, we

measured the slo-1 splice variant expression by CAE-qPCR from
mutant animals and compared these values with wild type. As
observed for the expression of individual alternate exons (Fig.
3D), pg52 affects alternative splicing at all three sites, signifi-
cantly altering the expression pattern of splice variants in adult
animals (Fig. 4 A–C). The most prominent effect of the mutation
is a systematic 67% ± 11% reduction in the four B1-type splice
variants, which is consistent with a local effect of the mutation
near the B1/B2 splicing acceptor site (see fold changes in Fig.
4A). A1;B1;C1 expression was significantly lower in slo-1(pg52)
and represents the largest absolute change in copy number
caused by the mutation (Fig. 4B). The down-regulation of A1;B1;
C1 accounts for the majority of the proportional decline in A1-
type and C1-type splice variants reported in Fig. 3D.
If pg52 only shifted the probability of exon use at splice site B

such that B2 was preferentially expressed over B1, then the
down-regulation of each B1-type exon would be matched by a
complementary up-regulation of the corresponding B2-type
splice variants. This prediction is not supported by our data: two
of the four B2 containing variants are down-regulated (Fig. 4A).

These findings indicate that pg52 has a more complex effect on
splicing than a simple change in exon choice at site B.

Intragenic Coordination of Alternative Splicing Is Altered by the pg52
Mutation in slo-1. To better understand the effect of pg52 on al-
ternative splicing, we analyzed the conditional probabilities that
exon selection at one site coincides with a specified pair of al-
ternate exons at the two other sites. We compared the non-
conditional probabilities (Fig. 4D) and the conditional proba-
bilities for each possible choice and context (Fig. 4E) for wild
type (N2) and pg52. For both genotypes, the conditional prob-
ability profiles differ dramatically from the nonconditional
probabilities. This difference directly reflects the fact that exon
selection events at all sites influence each other (compare Fig. 4
D1 with E1, D2 with E2, and D3 with E3).

At first glance, the conditional probability patterns appear very
similar between the two genotypes. For instance, A2 is always
present in B0;C0-type and B0;C1-type splice variants in both wild
type and slo-1(pg52), whereas A1 is present in a majority of B1-
and B2-type splice variants (Fig. 4E1). Therefore, some features
underlying the interdependent regulation of splicing across sites
are intact in pg52. However, the conditional probabilities of exon
use are not identical across all combinations. The most striking
difference in exon selection probabilities between wild type and
pg52 is among the A1;B2-type splice variants. In wild type, C0 is
strongly disfavored in the A1;B2 context, and the corresponding
conditional probability (Fig. 4E3) strongly diverges from the
nonconditional probability (Fig. 4D3). In pg52, however, C0 is no
longer disfavored, and the corresponding conditional probability
is similar to the nonconditional probability, indicating a disrup-
tion of the splicing coordination.
Following the same analysis as for wild type, we calculated the

predicted variant expression values from conditional probability-
based models for the pg52 mutant and compared them with mea-
sured values (Table S6). As found for wild type, the independent
splicing model cannot account for the pg52 splice variant expres-
sion pattern (Fig. S5). Consistent with a partial disruption of
splicing coordination, the match between the values obtained with
the best-fit model (Fig. 2C) for pg52 data is weaker than for wild
type (100% for wild type, Fig. 2C, vs. only 70% for pg52, Fig. S5).
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Collectively, our data show that the change in slo-1 splice var-
iant expression in the pg52 mutant results from two mechanisms:
first, a systematic decrease in the inclusion of B1 exons; second, a
partial disruption of splicing coordination over the three sites.

pg52 Disrupts a Putative cis-Regulatory Element Enriched in Introns
Flanking Alternate Exons in Genes with Multiple Alternate Splice
Sites. To better understand the coupling mechanism linking
splicing at sites A, B, and C, we analyzed the sequence disrupted
by the pg52 mutation. Previous research identified many pen-
tameric and hexameric motifs located in introns, believed to reg-
ulate alternative splicing (22). We used a similar approach and
examined the distribution within slo-1 of all of the possible pen-
tameric and hexameric elements encompassing the base pair
substitution in pg52. Strikingly, out of six occurrences of the
UAAAUC element, three were located near site A, one near site
B (converted to UAAAUU in pg52), and one near site C (Fig. 5A).
To evaluate whether the UAAAUC motif might function as a

cis-regulatory element coordinating alternative splicing across
multiple sites in other genes, we analyzed the distribution of this
motif in introns flanking alternate exons in the C. elegans ge-
nome. The comparison was made between genes with single al-
ternate splice sites (SASS genes) and genes with multiple
alternate splice sites (MASS genes). We found that UAAAUC-
containing introns were slightly yet significantly enriched in the
651 MASS genes compared with the 1,191 SASS genes we an-
alyzed in the C. elegans genome (1.5 enrichment, P < 10−6, by
Fisher’s exact test). Because the enrichment is modest, we hy-
pothesized that UAAAUC-dependent splicing regulation might
target a specific subset of genes, such as those containing multiple
instances of the UAAAUC motif, as found in slo-1. We found 48
MASS genes that fit the criterion of having UAAAUCmotifs in at
least two alternate introns. Functional annotation analysis for
these genes revealed a strong enrichment of genes involved in
locomotion (17 genes), embryonic and larval development (19
genes), growth and reproduction (22 genes), and morphogenesis
(9 genes; Fig. 5B and Table S7). These results indicate that the
UAAAUC element is not ubiquitous among the MASS genes but
suggest that it could function to coordinate alterative splicing in a
few defined groups of functionally related genes.
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Discussion
Proper Splicing Coordination in slo-1 Is Critical for BK Channel
Function. At least 25% of human genes have more than one al-
ternate splice site (10), suggesting that coordination of splicing
events has the potential to regulate combinatorial proteomic
diversity. The slo1 BK channel gene is a particularly interesting
case: multiple alternative splice sites that target the same protein
region are found across all examined species from nematodes to
human (23). In a parallel study (17), we evaluated the bio-
physical properties of 12 C. elegans SLO-1 splice variants and
determined that the protein subdomains targeted by alternative
splicing functionally interact to modulate BK channel kinetics,
Ca2+ sensitivity, and gating free energy. In particular, we found
that A2-type channels activate more slowly and at higher vol-
tages than the corresponding A1-type channels, if and only if
alternate exons are inserted at site B or C. In the present study,
we demonstrate that the splicing events at all three sites strongly
depend on each other and that mechanisms leading to prefer-
ential expression of given alternate exon combinations are en-
gaged. We also show that a single nucleotide mutation in the
putative UAAAUC regulatory element alters these interdepen-
dent splicing events, increasing the proportion of A2-type splice
variants. As revealed by analysis of the voltage- and calcium-
dependence of heterologously expressed BK channel variants
(17), A2-type variants activate more slowly and are less sensitive
to intracellular calcium. Thus, we predict that the pg52 mutation
decreases presynaptic BK channel activity by increasing the
proportion of A2-type splice variants. This prediction is consis-
tent with the impaired synaptic transmission at the neuromus-
cular junction observed in pg52 mutants. We conclude that
coordinated alternative splicing is critical for SLO-1 BK channel
function at the neuromuscular junction in vivo.

Impact of pg52 Mutation at Site B. One of the effects of pg52 is an
increase in the B2/B1 alternate exon ratio. In wild type, B2-type
variants are the least abundant and were only recently identified
in a parallel study by cloning methods (17). Thus, the B1 acceptor
sequence is preferentially used over the B2 site in wild-type ani-
mals. The pg52 mutation changes the genomic sequence very
close to the B2 acceptor sequence and may favor the B2 exon def-
inition by inducing a structural change, by inhibiting the binding
of a putative UAAAUC-binding factor, or both. Although we
favor these mechanisms, we cannot exclude the possibility that
pg52 uncovers an additional cryptic splice site in slo-1.

Coupling Mechanisms Between Multiple Splicing Sites. Polar effects
across two splice sites have been reported before, whereby exon
skipping at a site proximal to a gene promoter affects exon skip-
ping at a more distal site (10). The proposed mechanism involves
the cooperative recruitment of splicing factors on the nascent
transcript at both sites and the influence of their order of ap-
pearance during transcription. In the case of slo-1, we observed
bidirectional effects with respect to transcription polarity, because
the pg52 mutation near site B affected splicing both upstream (5′)
at site A and downstream (3′) at site C. However, because all three
sites are relatively close, predicting their actual order of availability
to the splicing machinery is not straightforward. Potential mech-
anisms underlying the interdependent exon definition include the
competitive binding of splicing factors present at nonsaturating
concentrations, or the cooperative recruitment of splicing factors
with potential direct interactions between the RNA–protein
complexes from distinct splice sites. Future studies aiming at
identifying the putative UAAAUC-binding, transacting factor will
be very helpful in understanding the splicing coordination mech-
anism in slo-1.

UAAAUC Element. The UAAAUC element is enriched in introns
flanking alternate exons in genes with multiple alternative splice

sites in C. elegans. We observed that this enrichment in MASS
genes was more pronounced for specific, functionally related
sets of genes (Fig. 5B). This observation leads us to speculate
that UAAAUC-dependent splicing coordination might be used
preferentially in distinct tissues (as in neurons controlling loco-
motion) or at distinct developmental stages (as in embryogenesis
and larval development). Similar to the present example, we
propose that other splicing regulatory motifs are specialized for
coordinating alternative splicing across MASS genes more gen-
erally. We also anticipate the existence of MASS genes in which
independent splicing prevails and provides a better match to
physiological requirements. Global, comprehensive analyses of
splicing coordination and putative regulatory motifs will be re-
quired to determine whether splicing coordination is the rule or
the exception and whether specialized regulatory motifs are com
mon or rare.
In conclusion, our study provides evidence for intragenic splic-

ing coordination in the slo-1 gene, identifies a regulatory sequence
in a short intron that is required for coordinated splicing, and
demonstrates that this mechanism is critical for the gene product
function. The quantitative approach undertaken here can be
generally applied to determine how alternative splicing is regu-
lated across multiple loci within single MASS genes and to ulti-
mately better understand how these mechanisms are engaged to
regulate splicing across tissues, during development, and through
environmental changes.

Materials and Methods
C. elegans Strains, Mutagenesis, and Behavioral Assays. The followingC. elegans
strains were used and maintained according to standard procedures (24): wild-
type (N2, Bristol), NM1968 slo-1(js379) V, DM612 unc-2(ra612) X, GN4 slo-1(js379)
V; unc-2(ra612) X, slo-1(pg52) V; unc-2(ra612) X, and GN52 slo-1(pg52) V. We
screened unc-2(ra612) mutants (gift of T. Snutch, Vancouver, Canada) for
extragenic mutations that increased sensitivity to the paralytic agent aldi-
carb, as described in SI Materials and Methods. A total of 32 mutants were
recovered in this screen. On the basis of their failure to complement slo-1
(js379) null mutants, 11 of these mutants are alleles of slo-1, including the
pg52 allele characterized in detail here. Wild-type and mutant animals were
tested for their sensitivity to aldicarb using the parallel worm tracker (25). The
full assay method is provided in SI Materials and Methods.

cDNA Sample Preparation and qPCR Procedures. Full experimental procedures
are presented in SI Materials and Methods. Briefly, total RNA was extracted
from populations of young adult animals grown on standard nematode
growth medium (NGM) growth plates seeded with OP-50 Escherichia coli
bacteria. Five independent biological replicates (worm homogenates) were
analyzed for each genotype. All qPCR experiments used a StepOnePlus ap-
paratus (Applied Biosystems) housed in the Protein and Nucleic Acid (PAN)
Facility at Stanford University. Tomeasure and control for the total amount of
cDNA in individual samples, we quantified expression of two reference genes,
cdc-42 and pmp-3, as previously described (21). Standard curves for absolute
quantification (made by serial dilution of plasmids carrying each of the 12 slo-
1 splice variants) as well as No reverse transcriptase and No cDNA template
controls were included in each PCR run. Primers were synthesized at the PAN
Facility (Stanford University), and probes were synthesized at Biosearch
Technologies. Their design, sequences, and validation are presented in SI
Materials and Methods.

Probability Modeling. Nonconditional probabilities were calculated from the
frequency of each splice variant in the total pool of slo-1 transcripts.
Conditional probabilities were calculated from the frequency of each variant
in subgroups. For example, the probability of B1 knowing the occurrence of
A1 was calculated as follows:

P(B1|A1) = P(all A1;B1 containing variants)/P(all A1 containing variants)

The predicted probability of a given variant was calculated by multiply-
ing the probability (conditional or nonconditional) of exon choices at the
three sites.

Bioinformatic Analysis. We retrieved the coordinates and sequences of all
introns fromgeneswithmultiple isoforms reported inWormbase (releaseWS-
220; 3,115 genes). Intron positions were computed to remove constitutive
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intronsandalternatesequencesresultingfromalternativetranscriptionalstartor
termination. Among the list of alternate introns, we sorted intronic sequences
located in genes where alternative splicing occurs at more than one site (651
MASSgenes)oratonlyonesite (1,191SASSgenes). Thenumberofgenescarrying
at least one UAAAUCmotif in introns flanking alternate exons was determined
for both groups. Enrichment statistical significance in the MASS gene group
relative to the SASS gene group was evaluated by Fisher’s exact test. We used
WormMart (searching Wormbase release WS-220) to retrieve Gene Ontology
(GO) terms for 48MASS genes in which the UAAAUCmotif was detected in two
or more alternate introns. The relative enrichment of GO terms was assessed
using Fischer’s exact test with Bonferroni’s correction for multiple tests.
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